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Romans.Among the most devastating lessons you learn during the summer after your freshman year
of college is that your peers’ opinions of you are often informed by very little more than the fact that
you have been enrolled in a college or university for a year, and a rather large part of that year has

involved you living with someone in a residential hall. As such, it has been an especially trying
summer for me as I have been sharing a dorm with a small, close-knit group of students. Each of the

people in my dorm room is extremely high-achieving, talented, and has many positive qualities to
their personality. One day, one of the boys in my room, a friend and fellow CSA candidate,

mentioned to me that at his school, it was common knowledge that a female “plays around” with a
variety of guys on campus, that she’s a slut and treats guys like sex toys. In other words, she’s the
type of person who’s too good for her own good and not worthy of my respect as a male student.
The first thing to say is that, while I didn’t know any of these things about my friend, I had a brief

conversation with him (over drinks) where he told me he felt that she was slutting around on
campus. Afterwards, my friend and I talked about how ridiculous this was and agreed that we didn’t
need to bring that stuff up around her or anyone else — and especially not a female. The next day,

my roommate was in class, which meant I had a few hours to myself. I started talking to a few of my
friends about my conversation with the previous night, which led to my roommate’s roommate

telling me that his roommate has been hearing that I’ve been sleeping with girls over the summer.
We both agreed that this sort of behavior was completely unacceptable and that the way to rectify
the situation was to not discuss it with other people, but rather to directly confront the offending

person to tell them that you’re not going to be treated in such a way. My roommate, however, told
me that they couldn’t do that because she hadn’t actually said those things to him and he was

hesitant to press the issue
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been researching CSS Grid for a few
months now and have read so many

articles and blog posts on the subject that
it got me wondering if anyone has set up a
simple website with one layout that uses
CSS Grid (just for learning and practice)
with different blog post that are in Blog
Post React component. I also didn’t feel

comfortable building my own simple blog
system that wasn’t entirely flexible and

could really scale (like Ghost), which I felt
could be a bad learning experience for me.
I found a link from Medium’s own CSS Grid
Guide that could be a good starting point,

and I have tried to achieve what they
suggested but without any success. Here is
what I have tried to do (and some notes on
each item): Initialize the CSS grid (since it
is a new pattern, there are no methods to
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setup or do this, unfortunately) Define grid
for each image Define grid for each

paragraph Define grid for divider Define
divider’s position Define para’s text Define
para’s background color If you have any
thoughts on how I could have done this,
please feel free to comment below. CSS

--Grid setup Basic grid .grid {
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